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Pact Nigeria 
Advocacy, Awareness and Civic Empowerment (ADVANCE) Project 

Quarterly Report Form 

 

Name of Sub-Award Recipient:  ANTOF RURAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (ARRDEC) 
Reporting Period:                        JANUARY 01 – MARCH 31, 2012 
Contact Person:                            ELIZABETH ADEBANJO 
(For questions regarding the report)  

Project Title:  “Improving Rural Community Members’ Access to and Use of the 
FADAMA Grant in Five LGAs in Akwa Ibom State for Peaceful and 
Equitable Socio-Economic Growth of the LGAs”  

 
CODE NAME:  Project OFONG (Operation Food for Oro Nation Growth)  

1.0 Introduction 
 

In the first quarter, October – December 2011, of the project being implemented by 

ARRDEC, more than nine hundred farmers comprised into one hundred and sixty one (161) 

Fadama User Groups were trained on group dynamics and a Project Management 

Implementation Team (PIMT) established to follow up on ARRDEC’s advocacy to the LGAs.  

This report covers the gains of advocacy activities carried out in 2011 coupled with the 

consolidating activities carried out in 2012 from January 01, 2012 – March 31, 2012. 

Outstanding accomplishments resulting from ARRDEC’s activities are the payment of 

Counterpart fund contribution by Urue Offong/Oruko LGA, the expression of interest in the 

Fadama project by a non-Fadama friendly LGA, Mbo, commitment by the Akwa Ibom State 

Fadama Coordinator to expose Groups which came into existence as a result of ARRDEC’s 

intervention to other State Agricultural Programmes, linkage of the Farmers Groups with 

credible and viable Micro Finance Banks and the Bureau of Cooperatives and the community 

mobilization of all the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation using relevant stakeholders.  

Noteworthy of the activities implemented in the quarter being reported is the concluding 

activity on March 29, 2012, which was an interactive session for Fadama Community 

Associations (FCAs), Fadama Team and Local Government Council Officials where ways to 

further improve community members’ access to and use of the Fadama Grant in the 5 LGAs 

of Oro Nation were extensively discussed with feedback by all the stakeholders. 
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2.0 ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT:  
 

 
2.1 Sensitization Visit to Mbo LGA 
 
Total Attendance 
Male:  6 
Female: 3 
 
Advocacy and sensitization on Fadama was carried out by ARRDEC team led by Elizabeth 
Adebanjo, the Program Officer, on January 23, 2012 to Mbo LGA. The visit was to 
consolidate on past visits to the LGA when management staff including the Director of 
Agriculture received the team. 
 
Reception of the team for the January visit was by the Transition Chairman of Mbo, Hon. 
Evang. Okpo Ekere (JP) and his management staff. 
 
Characteristically, ARRDEC team through a power point presentation implored the LGA Chair 
to embrace the Fadama Project in order to pave the way for the citizens of Mbo to be at par 
with others already benefitting from the Fadama Project in other LGAs. The LGA Chair was 
specifically encouraged to pay N2M counterpart fund contribution expected of participating 
LGAs. 
 
Outcome 
 

 The LGA Chair expressed enthusiasm about the Fadama project and asked if it was 
still possible for Mbo LGA to be admitted into the Fadama Project since the present 
phase would be rounded off in 2013. 

 

 He also pledged to pay the obligatory N2M counterpart fund contribution once his 
LGA is admitted to the present Fadama Project. 

 

 The Director of Agric., Mr. Eteyen, commended the ARRDEC team and attested to 
the fact that the Fadama Project can bring empowerment to the youths while 
bringing poverty to the barest minimum. 

 
 
Issue 
 
The Agric. Director emphasized the need to sensitize the youths specifically, in order to 
garner support for admission of the LGA into the Fadama Project. 
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Way Forward 
 

 The ARRDEC team pledged to advocate for the inclusion of Mbo LGA in the present 
phase of the Fadama Project. 

 

 Already trainings have been organized for about 200 select farmers in the LGA 
including youths. More youths would be sensitized through their leadership. 
 

2.2 Sensitization Visit to Urue Offong/Oruko LGA 
 
Total Attendance 
Male:  17 
Female:  7 
 
On February 16, 2012, ARRDEC team led by Utin Ntofon, ARRDEC BoT Chairman, visited 
Urue Offong/Oruko LGA to further sensitize the officials of the LGA on Fadama. The team 
was received by Chief Edet Isong, the Transition Chairman, his deputy and other top 
management staff of the LGA. 
 
The visit which was a follow up on ARRDEC’s advocacy on Fadama to the LGA was 
hallmarked by a power point presentation by Utin Ntofon on the need for the LGA to 
embrace the Fadama Project in order to release its benefits to Urue Offong/Oruko LGA 
citizenry. 
 
Outcome 
 

 Chief Edet Isong, the Transition Chairman of the LGA, commended the team for the 
advocacy visit and confirmed that initial interaction with its LGA in December 2011 
prompted him to pay One Million Naira, the balance of the N1M counterpart fund 
contribution to Fadama which was paid in 2008 by an erstwhile Chairman.  

 

 The Transition Chairman requested ARRDEC team to expedite interaction with 
Fadama to ensure that his community members benefit from the Fadama Project in 
his tenure. 

 

 The Chairman pledged to pay another counterpart fund contribution of N2M by the 
end of March, 2012 once there are visible evidences of his community members’ 
participation in the Fadama Project. 

 

 A staff of the LGA requested to know the procedures for community members to 
participate in the Fadama Project and the amount of counterpart fund contribution 
expected from members. 
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Way Forward 
 

 ARRDEC team assured the Chairman of adequate follow up with the State Fadama to 
ensure Fadama Grants get to his community members without delay. 

 

 Request for procedures for enlisting beneficiaries for the Fadama Project was 
responded to and the official in question and others advised to liaise with Fadama 
Facilitators and the Director of Agriculture of Urue Offong/Oruko LGA. 

 
 
 

2.3 3rd Interface Meeting with LGA and Fadama Officials – January 30 – February 
02, 2012 

The interface meeting created the platform where ARRDEC, LGA officials and Fadama Team 
to discuss the non-payment of counterpart fund of 2million Naira by the LGAs, chart the way 
forward, emphasizes the need for Fadama Team and the LGA Fadama Desk / Agric 
Department to harmonize their interest for the successes of Fadama III.  

 
Mbo LGA - January 30, 2012 
 
Total Attendance 
Male:    19 
Female:    5 
 
On January 30, 2012, ARRDEC team led by Mrs. Elizabeth Adebanjo, visited Mbo LGA for a 
feedback of its activities on Fadama in the LGA and to chart a course forward. 
 
Outcome 
 

 The Director of Agriculture, Mr. Eteyen, observed that the spread of Fadama 
Community Associations which have emerged as a result of ARRDEC’s intervention 
did not cater for all the wards in Mbo LGA. 

 

 The Director affirmed that following ARRDEC’s sensitization visit to the Transition 
Chairman of Mbo LGA on January 23, 2012, the Chairman approved N2M for the 
LGA’s counterpart fund contribution to the Fadama Project. He thereafter, requested 
that ARRDEC should put the LGA through the procedures for payment of the N2M 
counterpart fund. 

 

 He also advised ARRDEC team to closely involve the Transition Chairman in all its 
activities on Fadama in the LGA since the Chairman was keenly interested in the 
Fadama project. 
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 Mr. Eteyen requested that the Project Implementation Management Team (PIMT) of 
Mbo LGA constituted in December 2011, where he was represented, be restructured 
to involve more staff of his department. He specifically requested for the inclusion of 
the following staff of the Department of Agriculture: 

 
o Mr. Aniekan Jimmy 

 
o Mr. Henry Bassey 

 
o Mr. Daniel Ambe Bassey 

 
o Mr. Silas Emilia Inuen  

 

 ARRDEC should organize more FCAs to cater for the communities which were not 
presently represented in the newly emerged FCAs. 

 Lastly, he directed all the staff of the Agric. Department to give maximum support to 
ARRDEC on the project being implemented.  

 
 
Way Forward 
 

 ARRDEC has communicated the LGA’s readiness to pay N2M Counterpart Fund 
Contribution to the State Fadama. Although the State Fadama is requesting that the 
LGA pay between N5 and N6 as its start-off counterpart fund contribution due to its 
non-inclusion in the Fadama Project at the onset, ARRDEC is still advocating for the 
reduction of the money to be paid by the LGA as Counterpart fund contribution. 

 

 The 4 LGA staff suggested for inclusion in the PIMT were accepted and admitted into 
the PIMT. 
 

Udung Uko LGA - January 30, 2012 
 
Total Attendance 
Male:    8 
Female:    4 
 
Udung Uko LGA was visited on January 30, 2012 by ARRDEC team for a session with its staff 
and Fadama officials on the pro-Fadama Project being implemented by ARRDEC. 
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Outcome: 
 

 The Director of Agriculture, Mr. Kufre Utin, wanted to know if there would be a legal 
backing for the inclusion of Udung Uko LGA in Fadama III in 2012, since it was not 
originally among the twenty (20) LGAs selected for Fadama III in 2008. 

 

 He also requested that as ARRDEC advocates for Fadama in Udung Uko, ARRDEC 
should ensure a Letter of Authority from the State Fadama Office is issued to the 
LGA in the eventual admission of the LGA into Fadama III. 

 

 Mr. Anietie Samuel, an official of the Agric. Department, commended ARRDEC for 
the training of Farmers’ Groups in the LGA in December 2011 and attested to the 
fact that the training has helped in the organization of the Farmers in preparation for 
Fadama in the LGA. 

 

 Conclusively, Mr. Kufre Utin pledged to further support ARRDEC in the advocacy for 
Fadama in the LGA by liaising with the State Fadama Corrdinator, Mr. Richard Sam, 
whom he claimed was a personal friend. 

 

Oron LGA - January 31, 2012 

Total Attendance 
Male:    10 
Female:    4 
 
The meeting was attended by PIMT members, emerging FCA’s leaders, the staff of Agric. 
Department, LGA Fadama Facilitators and ARRDEC team. 

ARRDEC team leader, Mr. Victor Egbanabo, appreciated the Council for their support in the 
advocacy for Fadama in the LGA and used the opportunity to intimate the Desk 
Officer/Agric. Director, Mr. Itoro Ibanga of the monthly interface meeting which should be 
continuous, even after the close out of Project OFONG, for sustainability.   

Outcome                                        

 The Agric Director apologized for not personally participating in the last meeting. 

 He expressed encouragement about ARRDEC’s approach to the advocacy for Fadama 
in the LGA.  

 He pledged his full support for Fadama activities in the LGA despite slow response by 
the Council authority.                                                         

 The Director also stated that he has strategized with the Council Secretary to ensure 
the Council Chairman gives Fadama program due attention.   
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 The Chairman, Project Implementations Management Team (PIMT),  Mr. Okon 
E.Ebieme Reported thus on PIMT activity in the LGA since their inauguration in 
December 2011: 

o There had been three successful meetings of the PIMT members. 
o The committee has so far grouped the FUGs to three FCAs, Udunguloh 

Fadama Community Association, although other two were yet to agree on a 
possible name which should be concluded in the next meeting.  

o The representative of the physically challenged people, Evangelist Umanna, 
thereafter, expressed concern that his group members could not make 
contributions to enable the group complete their registration. 

Way Forward 

ARRDEC Board of Trustees to support some of the physically challenged groups in their 
registrations.   
 

Urue Offong/Oruko LGA - February 02, 2012 

Total Attendance 
Male:    8 
Female:    5 

 

The Fadama Desk Officer Urue Offong/Oruko LGA Mr. Henry Etim expressed satisfaction 
with the approach adopted by ARRDEC as a Non-Governmental Organization in mobilizing 
the people of the LGA to participate effectively in Fadama III  programme, which had never 
happened before. 

Mr. Henry thereafter, outlined most challenges faced by his department and the Council 
administration when Fadama III program started in 2008 which were: 

  

 Low participation  in group formation                             

 Lack of confidence by Farmers in the LGA Fadama Officials 

 Non Payment of 2million counterpart funds by the LGA 

 Poverty level of the rural populace  

 Lack of adequate knowledge about Fadama Program 

 Inadequate community sensitization.                          
                                                        

 Mr. Etim intimated ARRDEC team on the balance payment of 1million Naira paid by his 
Council as a result of ARRDEC’s advocacy to the council. He promised to continue to support 
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ARRDEC since he shares the same interest in ensuring that the people of Urue Offong/Oruko 
are effectively mobilized for adequate participation in Fadama III. He pledged using his good 
office to ensure that the council pay’s another 2million naira Counterpart fund to enable the 
Groups keep accessing the Fadama grants.               

                                                                                         

Conclusively, the Director lauded ARRDEC for its commitment towards building Farmers 
Capacity which had helped them effectively organize into Groups. He further stated that 
since ARRDEC intervention in Urue Offong/Oruko Fadama III program in October, 2011 there 
had been tremendous improvement in the area of Farmers interest in Fadama III. The 
improvements he commended were: 

 Emergence of more groups within the period.                                       

 More registration certificates have been presented for recognition with the 
department of Agric in the LGA.                                                                 

 Development of more Local Development Plans (LDPs) by the LGA Fadama 
Facilitators 

 Payment of one 1million naira balance of counterpart fund by the LGA Council. 

 Readiness of the LGA Council to pay  another 2 million naira counterpart fund before 
the expiration of the tenure of the incumbent Transition Chairman. 

 The preparedness of the Council to partner with ARRDEC for sustainability since the 
farmers built more trust in ARRDEC. 

 Preparation for the FCAs to complete the processes as required by Fadama for them 
to promptly access the Fadama Grant. 

 

2.4 Identification and Visit to Partner – January 18 & 19, 2012  

As part of the activities to meet the set objective of project OFONG,  visits were  made to 
identified Micro Finance Banks in Uyo andOron Local Government Areas on the 18th and 
19th of JANUARY, 2012.  

The visit was aimed at ascertaining the viability and credibility of the Micro Finance Banks 
to enable ARRDEC recommend the banks to Farmers’ Groups for collaboration and 
sustainability. The Micro Finance Banks were visited because of their known skills transfer 
capacity which is entrepreneurship. The banks visited were Gufax Micro finance bank Uyo 
and Akwa Savings and Loans Limited Oron. 

The visits enlightened the staff of the banks on the FADAMA program and also created 
awareness on Project OFONG.  Mr Udmark, Secretary to MD, and Mr. Joshua (CSO) of Gufax 
Microfinance Bank Uyo and Mr Peter Samuel (ICU officer) and Mrs. Roselyn Emmanuel 
(HOPs)of Akwa Savings and Loans  expressed their appreciation to  ARRDEC and its funding 
partners for the Project OFONG. Both Banks promised to be present at the training for 
Farmers to transfer their entrepreneurial skills to the participants and also assist them in 
accessing the Fadama grant by ensuring the Farmers are supported to meet Fadama 
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account opening requirements. The Banks also pledged to ensure that there was prompt 
delivery of the Farmers’ statements of account to FADAMA . 

Premised on the relationship established between ARRDEC and Gufax Micro finance Bank , 
Uyo and Akwa Savings and Loans Limited, Oron,  the Banks promised to keep the record of 
Farmers’ Associations which open Account with them as a result of ARRDEC’s intervention 
and report back to ARRDEC as part of their contribution to Project OFFONG. 

 

2.5 1-Day Interactive Session with Emerged/Emerging Fadama Community 
Associations (FCAs) - February 13 – 15, 2012 

 

From February 13 – 15, 2012, Fadama Community Associations which came into existence 
as a result of ARRDEC’s activities in late 2011 were interacted with among stakeholders to 
create opportunity to forge strategies to further effectively engage the LGAs and also 
address issues emanating from the registration of the FCAs. 

The meeting gave ARRDEC team the opportunity to share with the farmers (represented by 

their FADAMA user group leaders) the positions of the individual Local Council Authorities 

with regards to the payment of their 2 million counterparts fund contribution. Also, it 

created an avenue to evaluate the farmers as regards their readiness to benefit from 

FADAMA grant when the local government areas eventually become credit worthy.  

 

Participation: participants for each of the events were drawn from the local FADAMA 

teams, finance institution and the state Bureau of Cooperatives as follows: 

 

   

LGAs Participants/groups Male Females Total 

Urue Offong FUG Leaders 20 10 30 

 FADAMA team (State) 1 0 1 

 FADAMA team (LGA) 2 0 2 

 Bureau of Cooperative 1 0 1 

 ARRDEC team 3 2 5 
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Total 27 12 39 

Okobo FUG Leaders 21 9 30 

 FADAMA team (State) 1 0 1 

 FADAMA team (LGA) 2 0 2 

 Bureau of Cooperative 1 0 1 

 ARRDEC team 3 2 5 

Total 28 11 39 

Mbo FUG Leaders 21 9 30 

 FADAMA team (State) 1 0 1 

 FADAMA team (LGA) 2 0 2 

 Bureau of Cooperative 1 0 1 

 ARRDEC team 3 2 5 

Total 28 11 39 

     

Oron FUG Leaders 16 14 30 

 FADAMA team (State) 1 0 1 

 FADAMA team (LGA) 2 1 2 

 Bureau of Cooperative 1 0 1 

 ARRDEC team 3 2 5 

Total 23 17 40 

Udung Uko FUG Leaders 21 9 30 

 FADAMA team 

(State) 

1 0 1 

 FADAMA team 

(LGA) 

2 0 2 
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 Bureau of 

Cooperative 

1 0 1 

 ARRDEC team 3 2 5 

Total 28 11 39 

 
 

2.6 Registration of Emerged/Emerging Fadama Community Associations (FCAs)
 - Continuous 

 

To ensure the newly existing Fadama Community Association (FCAs) and their sub 
groups; Fadama User Groups (FUGs meet the Fadama obligatory registration of 
groups,  they were supported to register with the Bureau of Cooperatives and to 
open accounts with Micro Finance Bank such as Gufax Micro Finance Bank. 
 
The Farmers’ Groups were specifically introduced to Mr. Maurice Asuquo of the 
Bureau of Cooperatives to facilitate their registration processes. The Groups were 
also encouraged to liaise with ARRDEC recommended Fadama Facilitators at the 
Local Government Level to enhance the registration process. More than 20 Groups 
have been registered across the 5 LGAs since the training of the Farmers’ Groups in 
December 2011.  
 
Registration of Farmers’ Groups with the Bureau of Cooperatives takes no lesser 
than 21 working days for Certificates of Registration to be presented by the Bureau. 
 
Presently, registration of the Groups; Fadama Users Groups (FUGs) and Fadama 
Community Associations (FCAs) is ongoing. 

 

2.6 Interactive Session between Mbo Farmers and Officials of Foundation for 
Partnership Initiatives in the Niger Delta (PIND) and Pact Nigeria - March 01, 
2012 

 
Total Attendance 
Male:     14 
Female: 22 
 
On March 01, 2012, an interactive session was organized majorly for Women Farmers of 
Mbo LGA and Officials of PIND and Pact Nigeria to assess the impact of the project being 
implemented by ARRDEC and the response of the farmers. 
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During the Session, Mrs. Elizabeth Adebanjo, informed all present that the Fadama State 
Office had accepted to admit Mbo LGA into the Fadama project after a formal expression of 
interest by the LGA and the payment of N4M as start-off Counterpart fund Contribution by 
the LGA.   
 
Outcome 
 

 Mrs. Augusta Akparanta-Emenogu of Pact Nigeria emphasized that the Farmers’ 
Groups must ensure that they are registered with the appropriate quarters. 

 

 Mrs. Bose Eitokpah of PIND encouraged the farmers to consolidate on the advocacy 
by ARRDEC by embarking on an advocacy visit to the Transition Chairman of Mbo 
LGA. 

 
Way Forward 
 

 The Director of Agriculture, Mr. Eteyen, thanked ARRDEC for the advocacy on 
Fadama to the LGA and PIND/Pact Nigeria for the sponsorship of the project being 
implemented by ARRDEC. He pledged to give his support to the planned advocacy 
visit to the Transition Chairman of Mbo LGA by the farmers. 

 

 ARRDEC to ensure the delegates to embark on the advocacy visit to the Transition 
Chairman are well tutored on advocacy before the visit. 
 

 

2.7 Funding Proposal Development Session (Training of Farmers’ Groups)  - 
March 21 – 26, 2012 

To enhance understanding of preparing a socially inclusive Local Development Plan (LDP) 

which contains a list of prioritized sub-project that would be fundable by Fadama, nine 

hundred and fifty-nine (959) Farmers were trained in the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation from March 

21 – 26, 2012.  

The one day training further furnished the farmers with the skills and knowledge for; the 

identification of the control of market as the only way to sustainable income generation, 

understanding of the processes involved from project conception to delivery and annual 

implementation of project activities. 

The training was carried out using the adapted manuals from the Federal Ministry of 

Agriculture and Water Resources on the third National FADAMA development project 

FADAMA III training manual for farmers groups with support from the Akwa Ibom State 

FADAMA team and Mr. John Onyeukwu, the Senior Civil Society Specialist of Nigeria.  
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 Schedule per LGA 

 
Time 

 
Item 

 
Methodology/Activity 

 
Facilitator 

11.30am-12.30pm Registration  ARRDEC official 

12.30pm-1.00pm •   Welcome Note                 •  
Introductions  
•   Expectations and Fears   •  
Training Objectives  

Plenary 
PACT/ARRDEC 
official 

1.00am-2.00am Step by Step procedure for LDP 
Preparation and Appraisal    

Plenary/Lecture/Group 
Work 

Margaret Willie  

2.00pm-2.30m Sub- Project enterprise Business 
Skill Development  & Marketing    

Plenary/Lecture/Group 
Work 

Eyo A. Eyo 

2.30m-3.00pm Procurement Plan / Preparation of 
Work plan and Budget  

Plenary/Lecture 
Samuel Unyienyin 

3.00pm-3.30pm BREAK TIME 

3.30pm-4.00pm Principle of Procurement    Plenary/Lecture 
Samuel Aniette 

4.00-4.30pm Sub Project Cycle Management 
(FUEF) 

Plenary/Lecture 
Victor Okon 

4.30pm 
 
 

Wrap up 

 

Key Training Outcome 

S/N Dates LGA Sex/gender No of 

FUGs 

No. of 

FCAs 

formed 

Total # of 

farmers 
M F 

1. 21st March, 

2012 

Mbo 105 88 31 3 193 

2 22nd March, 

2012 

Okobo 87 106 35 3 193 

3 23rd March, 

2012 

Oron 92 89 30 3 181 

4 23rd March, 

2012 

Udung Uko 111 79 34 3 190 
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5 26th march, 

2012 

Urue 

Offong/Oruko 

103 99 33 3 202 

  Total 498 461 163 15 959 

 

From the table above it could be observed that; 

 The training of farmers/groups in the five LGAs of Oro was conducted in 4 days. 

 An almost equal number of men and women participated in the trainings 

 There was an increase in knowledge for participants at the training. 

 163 FUGs were engaged in the capacity building session. 

 On the whole 959 farmers benefited from the capacity building process.  
 

2.8 Production of Advocacy Kits 

200 T-Shirts having an inscription to promote acceptance of Fadama in all the LGAs 
of Oro Nation were produced and some of the T-Shirts strategically distributed to all 
the stakeholders in attendance at the Interactive Session organized on March 29, 
2012.  

The stakeholders at the interactive session were officials of Pact Nigeria, ARRDEC, 
Bureau of Cooperatives, Gufax Microfinance Bank, leaderships of FCAs, LGA, Akwa 
Ibom State Fadama and Fadama Facilitators. 

 

2.9 Interactive Session with Fadama Community Associations (FCAs), Fadama 

Team and Local Government Area (LGA) Officials - March 29, 2012 
 

Total Attendance 
Male:   45 
Female:  23 
 
 
A session for the leadership of 
Farmers comprised into Fadama 
Community Associations (FCAs) of 
each LGA of Oro Nation, State and 
Local Fadama Team, Local 
Government Council Officials and 
other relevant stakeholders such as 
the officials of the Bureau of 
Cooperatives and Micro Finance 
Banks, was organized on 

L-R: Mr. Basseu Edunam, representing the Transition Chairman of Urue 

Offong/Oruko LGA, Mr. Richard Sam, Akwa Ibom State Fadama 

Coordinator, Mr. Utin Ntofon, ARRDEC BoT Chairman, Mr. John 

Onyeukwu, Snr. Civil Society Specialist of Pact Nigeria. 

Back row: Miss Ekaete Nelson and Mr. Ubong Udon of Gufax Micro 

Finance Bank 
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March 29, 2012 at Maritime Academy, Oron. 
 
The session was to create a platform for interaction and feedback between farmers and 
stakeholders on the Fadama Project. The interactive session was characteritized by 
 presentations 
 by the leadership of FCAs, addresses  
by Mr. John Onyeukwu of Pact Nigeria  
and Mr. Utin  
Ntofon of ARRDEC, feedbacks by the 
 Akwa Ibom State Fadama Coordinator, Mr. Richa Mr. Maurice Asuquo of the Bureau of 
Cooperatives and Gufax Micro Finance Bank and the presentation of the Certificate of Honor 
and Certificate of Participation to deserving participants.  
 
 
 

I. Presentations 
 
Project Report by ARRDEC 
 
A power point report presentation on the project implemented was done by the Program 
officer of ARRDEC, Mrs. Elizabeth Adebanjo. The highlights of the presentation were:  
 

 Institutional and Organizational capacity of over 150 farmers’ groups built. 

 Capacity of over 900 farmers built to develop fundable proposals. 

 Formation/restructuring of 163 Fadama User Groups (FUGS): 
o 40 Groups already existing 
o 123 newly constituted: 

 Dispersion of newly constituted Farmers’ Groups:  
o Mbo   - 31 FUGs 
o Udung Uko  - 34 FUGs 
o Okobo   - 35 FUGs 
o Oron   - 10 FUGs 
o Urue Offong/Oruko - 13 FUGs 

 Formation/restructuring of 15 Fadama Community Associations (FCAs), 5 in each 
LGA. 

 Registration of the emerged/emerging FUGs and FCAs. 
 
Mbo LGA 
 
Mr. Bassey Ukut, the Chairman of an FCA in Mbo LGA appealed to the stakeholders to 
further advocate for the admission of Mbo LGA in the Fadama Project since farmers in the 
LGA are already organized and prepared for the Project. 
 
 
Urue Offong/Oruko LGA 
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An FCA executive of the LGA, Prince Asahansi Eyenihi, requested that the Fadama team 
should review the 30% counterpart fund contribution expected from beneficiaries of the 
Fadama Grant. 
 
Another executive, Mr. Stephen Uso, cobborated the request by Prince Asahansi stating that 
the money for registration of the Farmers Groups is a major challenge. 
 
Udung Uko LGA 
 
Mr. Francis Edet, an FCA executive of Udung Uko LGA, appealed to the stakeholders for the 
following: 
 

 He appealed to the stakeholders to embark on more sensitization and advocacy on 
Fadama in the LGA. 

 

 Garner support from the inclusion of Udung Uko in the Fadama Project. 
 

 He also requested that the condition by Fadama requesting Farmers’ Groups to be 
registered with the Bureau of Cooperatives be reviewed and possibly eliminated. 

 

 And if the condition would not be eliminated, the processes for registration with the 
Bureau of Cooperatives should be made more transparent. 
 

 
 
Oron LGA 
 
The speaker for the LGA appealed to ARRDEC Bot Chairman and other Pact Nigeria to assist 
the vulnerable groups in their registration with the Bureau of Cooperatives. 
 
 
 
Okobo LGA 
 
The Spokesman for the FCAs Leadership said the groups in the LGA were well organized and 
were expectantly waiting to be included in the Fadama Program. He emphasized that the 
youths are most ready to participate in Fadama. 
 
He rounded off by requesting to know if there was another program in the pipeline, 
especially for People Living with HIV/AID (PLWHA), other than the advocacy on Fadama. 
 
 

II. Feedback by Stakeholders 
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The Transition Chairman, Urue Offong/Oruko LGA 
 
The Transition Chairman, who was ably represented by Mr. Bassey Edunam, was grateful to 
God who made it possible for his Council topay the counterpart fund contribution and 
appreciated ARRDEC for the advocacy on Fadama and Pact Nigeria for the Funding support.  
 
He rounded off by thanking the initiators of the Fadama Program for making the funds 
disbursed to beneficiaries Grants and Loans.  
 
Akwa Ibom State Fadama Coordinator 
 
Mr. Richard Sam, the Focal Person of the Akwa Ibom State Fadama, expressed appreciation 
to ARRDEC and Pact Nigeria for the sensitization and advocacy on Fadama which was done 
in the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation in the past six months. The highlights of his feedback were:  
 

 The project implemented by ARRDEC has brought into existence new groups which 
Fadama might not have the capacity to cater for. 

 

 The Farmers Groups have the opportunity of participating in other State Agricultural 
Programme only if they are duly registered with the Bureau of Cooperatives and are 
able to meet other conditions expected of them. 
 

 Registration of Farmers’ Groups with the Bureau of Cooperatives is very essential 
and cannot be waived. 
 

 30% Counterpart fund contribution from expected from Farmers’ Groups is 
mandatory to ensure commitment and judicious use of the Grants disbursed by 
Fadama.  
 

 Confirmed that only 2 LGAs, Urue Offong/Oruko and Oron, of Oro Nation are 
participating in the present pahse because they were the only two which indicated 
interest at the onset of the Fadama Project III in 2008. 
 

 Pledged that in honour and appreciation of the work done by ARRDEC and Pact 
Nigeria which resulted in the payment of counterpart fund contribution by Urue 
Offong/Oruko LGA, letters of invitation would be sent to these organizations for 
participation in the cheque presentation to Farmers from Urue Offong/Oruko LGA. 
 

 Due to the interest indicated by Mbo LGA in participating in the Fadama Project, the 
LGA stood a chance of being included in Fadama IV. 
 

 Confessed that the sensitization and advocacy carried out by ARRDEC on Fadama in 
the past six months might create a challenge for the State Fadama in terms of the 
capacity to fund the newly existing groups. 
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 Appealed to ARRDEC and Pact Nigeria to extend the advocacy on Fadama to other 
LGAs in Akwa Ibom State. 
 

 Stated finally that Fadama III would be rounded off in 2013.  
 

Bureau of Cooperatives 
 
Mr. Maurice Asuquo, representing the Director of the Bureau of Cooperatives, corrected the 
impression that the Bureau has not been transparent in its dealings with the Farmers.  
 
He requested that evident cases of non-transparency with farmers should be reported duly 
to ensure necessary attention is given to such by its organization. 
 
Gufax Micro Finance Bank 
 
Ubong Udoh, the Managing Director of Gufax Micro Finance Bank, expressed appreciation 
to the organizers of the interactive session and confessed it was an avenue for his bank to 
reach out to Farmers in the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation who were erstwhile outside the scope of 
the Bank due to distance. He thereafter, presented the account packages designed for 
farmer to assist them in accessing the Fadama Grant and also projects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III Resolutions at the Session 
 

 Akwa Ibom State Fadama Coordination office pledged to ensure that Farmers Groups 
which are duly registered who would not be able to access the Fadama Grant in the 
present phase are exposed to other State Agricultural Programs. 
 

 Registration of the Groups with the Bureau of Cooperatives now to be at the official 
sum of N10,000 instead of the N15,000 being collected by the officials of the Bureau 
to cover administrative expenses and transportation. 

 

 There was a unanimous consensus by the FCAs to embark on advocacy visit to their 
LGA Chairmen which would be coordinated by the Project Implementation 
Management Team (PIMT). 

 

 The Farmers’ Groups must continue to meet. 
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 ARRDEC to continue its networking with the stakeholders to achieve more results. 
 

 All the stakeholders to continue to work together to develop and move Oro Nation 
forward. 

 

 ARRDEC to continue to mobilize resources to ensure that the increased capacity of 
farmers is sustained. 
 

 ARRDEC should sustain advocacy to political office holders to encourage them to 
assist Farmers in the payment of 30% Counterpart fund contribution. 

 
 

2.10 Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
Field visits where carried out to reach the five LGAs to ensure that the ideals of the ongoing 

OFONG intervention are deepened through interactive meetings held with individual 

members of the FADAMA user groups (FUGs) and the FADAMA Community Associations 

(FCAs). 

Having engaged farmers for the past five months, the need therefore to ensure that 

strategies that would facilitate the achievements of set targets are sustained cannot be 

overemphasized.  

Also field visits to the site for the month of March 2012 also created the enabling 

environment for discussions on issues affecting individual farmers, the challenges of group 

formation and continuously capacity development of groups to engage policy makers and 

implementers. 

Major Issues Discussed   

 Lack of cooperation and commitment amongst members in certain FUGs 

 FCA leaders complain of farmer’s negative attitude towards plans to engage the local 

council authorities to pay its counterpart fund contributions. 

 Some FUGs are yet to be part of any FCA while those already in FCAs complain that 

they are not carried along by the leadership of the FCAs as most of them do not call 

for meetings with the groups. 

 Most of the FUGs are yet to be registered. A situation many fear may stall the 

disbursement of funds to existing FCAs. 

 FCAs not evenly distributed in most of the LGAs. 

 Inclusion of certain FUGs that were  already benefitting from the FADAMA grant in 

the OFONG intervention. 
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 Inability of vulnerable groups to raise fund to conclude their registration 

arrangements with the bureau of cooperative 

 Facilitators appointed to the LGAs are inadequate while FCAs that are not in 

FADAMA list do not have officers on ground to support the farmers even if it is just 

to facilitate the farmers into group. 

 Counterpart fund 2 million paid so far in Oron and Urue Effong not enough to service 

existing FCAs (10) in the LGAs while the other three LGAs are presently not credit 

effective. 

Resolve/Way Forward 

 Low level of commitment could be as a result lack of frequent group engagement 

were common values are shared by the  respective groups; FCA leaders resolved to 

call for meetings more frequently and agreed to ask group leaders (FUG) to do same. 

Also, there is the need to support groups to consistently hold meetings with constant 

technical support from NGOs, agric initiatives like FADAMA and agent of the 

agriculture ministries at all level 

 FCA and ARRDEC to liaise with the bureau of cooperatives to identify groups not yet 

registered in Oron and Urue effong Orukoand subsequently encourage/support such 

groups to get registered to stall the disbursement of the funds in the LGAs 

concerned. Also groups in the other three LGAs are to be encouraged to get 

registered for the sake of legality of their activities and in readiness for other support 

opportunities. 

 Three non benefitting LGA pledged to approach the state FADAMA and agric ministry 

to help facilitate the formation of formidable farmers groups. 

 FCA to work more closely to fish out bad eggs/defaulters in the FADAMA program. 

This includes readiness to start a process of resolving existing cases of 

misappropriation of funds. 

 Existing FCAs agree to mobilize community members and establish FCAs in localities 

where there in non existing to solve the over concentration of FCAs in particular 

localities.  

 PIMT members to meet with traditional leaders in their localities to impress it on the 

transition chairman to pay up their counterpart fund contributions to the FADAMA 

grant. 

 PIMT to lobby legislators to see that legislation is made such that funds for programs 

such as FADAMA that require counterpart contribution and would directly impact on 

the people should be withdrawn at source before payment is made into the LGAs 

account. 
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 Politicians and well meaning individuals to be approached to support the farmers 

who are especially poor to register their groups and/or pay 30% counterpart fund 

contributions.   

 
3.0 OUTCOMES/IMPACT OF ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT 
 
 

i. Establishment of Fadama Associations in all the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation 
 
163 Fadama User Groups (FUGs) and 15 Fadama Community Associations (FCAs); 3 
FCAs in each LGA, have been established/restructured in each LGA. 
 
The FUGs are comprised thus: 
 

o 40 Groups already existing 
o 123 newly constituted which are dispersed thus: 

 
 Mbo   - 31 FUGs 
 Udung Uko  - 34 FUGs 
 Okobo   - 35 FUGs 
 Oron   - 10 FUGs 
 Urue Offong/Oruko - 13 FUGs 

 
The Fadama Associations are presently undergoing registrations. 
 

ii. Sensitization of relevant council officials of Urue offong/Oruko and Mbo LGAs 
 
Key officials of all the five LGAs including two transition Chairmen, Urue 

Offong/Oruko and Mbo, three Secretaries to Council; Okobo, Oron and Mbo and all 

the Directors of Agriculture, have been directly sensitized to improve their 

commitment to the Fadama project. Keys officials in Okobo, Oron and Mbo were 

sensitized through PowerPoint presentation on Fadama and the project OFONG 

(Operation Food for Oro Nation Growth through Fadama) while those in Urue 

Offong/Oruko, and Udung Uko were sensitized through interactions with relevant 

officials of these LGAs. 

 
iii. Payment of Counterpart Fund Contribution by Urue Offong/Oruko LGA 

 
The transition Chairman of Urue Offong/Oruko LGA, Chief Edet Okon Isong, made 
the payment of an outstanding N1 Million of the N2 Million counterpart fund 
contribution after ARRDEC’s sensitization and advocacy activities to the LGA in 
November, 2011. ARRDEC team confirmed the payment of the LGA’s counterpart 
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fund contribution on Thursday, Wednesday, February 16, 2012 during a follow up 
advocacy to the Transition Chairman. 

 
Also, the Transition Chairman of Mbo has approved the release of N2Million for the 
LG’s counterpart fund contribution to the Fadama Project. This was confirmed to 
ARRDEC team by the Council’s Director of Agriculture, Mr. Eteyen Nyong, on Friday, 
January 27, 2012. 

 
iv. Inclusion of an Erstwhile non-Fadama Focus LGA into the Fadama Project 

 
Prior to the commencement of Project OFONG, only Oron and Urue Offong LGAs 
were admitted into Fadama III at the State Level. But with ARRDEC’s intervention, 
Mbo LGA has been considered for Fadama III. The Akwa Ibom State Fadama 
Coordination office has accepted to admit Mbo LGA into Fadama III based on the 
submission of expression of interest and payment of N4M as a start-off Counterpart 
Fund contribution by the LGA.  

 
 

v. More than Nine Hundred Farmers Equipped on the Preparation of Fadama Local 
Development Plan 
 
More than nine hundred farmers across the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation were trained on 
Funding Proposal Development from March 21 – 26, 2012 to enhance their 
understanding of preparing a socially inclusive Local Development Plan (LDP) that 
contains a list of prioritized sub-project that would be fundable by Fadama to meet 
the needs of the intended beneficiaries. 
 
The training which was anchored by Fadama Facilitators at the LGA level was carried 
out using the adapted manuals from the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Water 
Resources on the third National FADAMA development project FADAMA III training 
manual for farmers groups.  

 
 

vi. Linkage of Farmers’ Groups with Gufax Micro Finance Bank 
 
The Farmers’ Groups engaged during the project have been linked with a Uyo-based 
credible Micro Finance Bank, Gufax, to enhance account opening processes and 
disbursement of the Fadama Grant. 
 
The Micro Finance Bank is to use ARRDEC Headquarter Office at Oron as liaison 
office in order to ease interaction with the Farmers’ Groups. 
 

Vii Facilitation of the Exposition of Registered Farmers’ Groups to other Akwa Ibom 
State Agricultural programmes 
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One hundred (100)farmers groups established in the three LGAs yet to be admitted 
into the Fadama Program, Okobo, Udung Uko and Mbo, are set to benefit from other 
Agricultural Program in the State as pledged by the State Fadama Coordinator, Mr. 
Richard Sam.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 COMPARISON OF PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 

Planned Activities This 
Quarter 

Timeline Status Reason for 
Delay/ 
Corrective 
Action 

Production of Advocacy kits; 

posters, t-shirts and handbills 
January Modified and completed 

Only T-Shirts 

and handbills 

were produced 

to 

accommodate 

rise in the cost 

of T-Shirt 

production. 

3rd Interface Meeting with 

LGA/Fadama Officials 

January 

Completed in 4 LGAs; 

Urue Offong/Oruko, 

Oron, Udung Uko and 

Mbo. 

 

The officials of 

Okobo LGA 

including the 

Director of 

Agric.  were not 

available to 

grant audience 

for the meeting. 

Linkage with collaborator January Completed  

Sensitization Visits to Mbo, 

Urue Offong/Oruko and 

Udung Uko LGAs 

January Completed in Urue 

Offong/Oruko and Mbo 

LGAs. 

 

 

1-Day Interactive Session 

with Emerged/Emerging 

Fadama Community 

 

January/Fe
Completed and ongoing 
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Associations (FCAs) bruary 

Registration of 

emerged/emerging FCAs 

January 
Completed and ongoing 

 

2-day funding proposal 

development session with 

Farmers Groups (Training) 

February - 

March 

Completed (Modified to 

1-Day Training in each 

LGA) 

 

4th Interface Meeting with 

LGA/Fadama Officials 

February 

Completed.(Modified 

and merged with 

interactive session with 

FCAs, Fadama Team and 

LGA officials ) 

The objective of 

the activity was 

defeated due to 

inappropriate 

scheduling 

resulting from 

delay in the 

release of 

funds. 

5th Interface Meeting March 

Completed.(Modified 

and merged with 

interactive session with 

FCAs, Fadama Team and 

LGA officials ) 

The objective of 

the activity was 

defeated due to 

inappropriate 

scheduling 

resulting from 

delay in the 

release of 

funds. 

2-Day Interactive Session 

with FCAs, LGAs and Fadama 

team 

March 
Modified into a day 

event and completed 

 

  
 

4.0  LESSONS LEARNED 
 

Modification of Program Focus: of the 5 LGAs of Oro Nation which ARRDEC worked 
with, only 2 were originally selected to be part of the Fadama III Project. 
 
Hence, advocating for Fadama in the other three LGAs was quite difficult. 
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ARRDEC learnt that such difficulty could have been averted by obtaining approval from Pact 
Nigeria for Program Modification for the replacement of the three LGAs which are not 
Fadama friendly with other three LGAs in Akwa Ibom State which were already zoned for 
Fadama III in the State. 

5.0   CHALLENGES 
 

Inability to implement activities according to project timeline due to delay in the release of 

approved budget. 

 
 
6.0  SUCCESS STORIES 
 
 

“Happy Times are Here” Urue Offong/Oruko Council Assures Farmers  

 

As a way of Justifying his commitment to 

the well being and prosperity of Urue 

Offong Oruko people, especially the 

poor and underserved, the Transition 

Chairman of the Local Government Area,  

Chief Edet Okon Isong, has recently 

responded to the clarion call by the 

Antof Rural Resource Development 

Centre (ARRDEC) to the Council 

Chairmen of the five LGAs in Oro nation 

to revisit the FADAMA initiative and 

explore its benefits for the common 

good of the  people. 

While confirming the payment of Urue 

Offong /Oruko LGA’s counterpart fund 

contribution to the Fadama Grant in  

 

 

Chief Edet Isong, the Transition Chairman of Urue Offong/Oruko 

LGA, confirming the payment of the LGA’s counterpart fund 

contribution on February 16, 2012 
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February 2012, Mr. Richard Sam, the State 

Coordinator of Akwa Ibom State FADAMA 

told ARRDEC team during a courtesy call on 

him at the Uyo office  that Grants would 

soon be disbursed to benefitting farmers in 

the LGA. Earlier in the year, the Chairman of 

ARRDEC, Engineer Utin Ntofon, commended 

the Local Government Council boss for 

taking the bold step.  He said the action 

would soon translate to visible benefits in 

the form of meaningful engagements and 

self reliance for the direct beneficiaries with 

an attendant peaceful and equitable social 

economic growth and development of the 

area.  

Chief Edet Okon  Isong led transition committee’s  1million Naira contribution to the 

FADAMA purse for the people of Urue Offong Oruko makes it a total of 2 million Naira so far 

contributed by the council authority to the the FADAMA Project  since its inclusion as a 

benefiting LGA in 2009. 

 This achievement is worthy of note; the LGA is now credit-effective, paving the way for the 

state’s FADAMA officials to fully process grant applications by farmers groups in the locality 

as existing records has shown that the grant implementation has been practically stalled for 

the councils inability to meet its part of the agreement of making a contribution of 2million 

naira annually.  

 Ordinarily, farmers are supposed to group themselves under ten (10) FADAMA Community 

Associations (FCAs) from each Local Government Area benefitting from the FADAMA grant. 

These ten FCAs in some cases are made up of more than twenty five FADAMA User Groups 

(FUGs) while each FUG is made up of at least ten individual farmers. In practice therefore, 

Chief Edet Okon Isong led transition committee has directly  given over 2500 community 

members, majorly farmers and individuals involved in the agricultural chain in all respect,  

access to be supported  through the FADAMA initiative to increase  productivity  and 

improve quality of service thereby, contributing  better through activities that promotes the 

socio-economic development of Oro Nation . 

 The program officer, Antof Rural Resource Development Centre (ARRDEC), Mrs. Elizabeth 

Adebanjo has said that Operation Food for Oro Nation’s Growth (OFONG), a 

USAID/PIND/Pact Nigeria-sponsored intervention, has so far given room for interactions 

with stakeholders in the FADAMA program at different levels with tangible results one of 

“In practice therefore, Chief Edet 

Okon Isong led transition 

committee has directly  given over 

2500 community members, 

majorly farmers and individuals 

involved in the agricultural chain 

in all respect,  access to be 

supported  through the FADAMA 

initiative …”  
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which was the timely response by the Transition Chairman of Urue Offong/Oruko LGA. She 

however was of the opinion that Oro Nation is yet to fully maximize the benefits FADAMA 

has presented to the locals since 2009. While only two of the five LGAs in Oro nation are 

presently entitled to resources from the grants, these two LGAs have made their 

contributions just once of the supposed three times in the past three years.  

She therefore, called on all especially the five LGAs’ bosses to be united in this course while 

hoping that a lot could still be done to directly support families in the communities who are 

mostly farmers and traders in farm products between now and 2013 when FADAMA III 

finally winds up.             
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7.0 Indicator Report 

#  Indicator Targe
t for  
FY 12 

This 
quart
er 

Total 
to 
date 

Organization Activity Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Back-up 
Documentation 

Additional data 

1. Civil Society Organizations 
(CSOs) representing 
marginalized group(s) 
engaging with 
government  

15 15 15 3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Okobo LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Oron LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Mbo LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Urue 
Offong/Oruko 
LGA 
 

 1-Day Interactive 
Session with 
Emerged/Emergi
ng FCAs. 

 
 
 

 Interface 
Meetings with 
LGA and Fadama 
Officials 
 
 

 Interactive 
Session with 
FCAs, Fadama 
Team and LGA 
officials 

 Feb. 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Jan. 30  
 
 
 
 

  March 
29 

 Feb. 15 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Feb. 02 
 
 
 
 

 March 
29 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, power 
point 
presentations, 
report 
 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, report 

 

 Pictures, video, 
addresses 
(speeches), 
attendance 
register, report 
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3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Udung Uko LGA 
 
(the Fadama 
Community 
Associations are 
undergoing 
registration) 
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2. Number women focused 
CSOs supported by USG 
assistance to engage in 
advocacy and /or 
promote democratic 
participation 

4 4 4 1 Fadama 
Community 
Association in 
Mbo 
 
1 Fadama 
Community 
Association in 
Okobo 
 
1 Fadama 
Community 
Association in 
Urue 
Offong/Oruko 
 
1 Fadama 
Community 
Association in 
Oron 

 1-Day training of 
Farmers’ Groups 
on funding 
Proposal 
Development 

 
 
 
 
 

 1-Day Interactive 
Session with 
Emerged/Emergi
ng FCAs. 

 
 
 

 Interactive 
Session with 
FCAs, Fadama 
Team and LGA 
officials 

 Mar. 21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Feb. 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 March 
29 

 Mar. 26 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Feb. 15 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 March 
29 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, 
training manual, 
training banner, 
report 

 
 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, power 
point 
presentations, 
report 

 

 Pictures, video, 
addresses 
(speeches), 
attendance 
register, report 

 

3. Number of USG Assisted 
Civil Society Organizations 
that engage in advocacy 
and watchdog functions 

15 15 15 3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Okobo LGA 
 
3 Fadama 

 1-Day Interactive 
Session with 
Emerged/Emergi
ng FCAs. 

 
 

 Feb. 13 
 
 
 
 
 

 Feb. 15 
 
 
 
 
 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, power 
point 
presentations, 
report 
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Community 
Associations in 
Oron LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Mbo LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Urue 
Offong/Oruko 
LGA 
 
3 Fadama 
Community 
Associations in 
Udung Uko LGA 
 
(the Fadama 
Community 
Associations are 
undergoing 
registration) 

 

 Interface 
Meetings with 
LGA and Fadama 
Officials 
 
 

 Interactive 
Session with 
FCAs, Fadama 
Team and LGA 
officials 

 

 Jan. 30  
 
 
 
 

  March 
29 

 

 Feb. 02 
 
 
 
 

 March 
29 

 

 Attendance 
register, 
pictures, report 

 

 Pictures, video, 
addresses 
(speeches), 
attendance 
register, report 

4 Number of CSO advocacy 
campaigns supported by 

32 14 31  Sensitization and 
follow up visits to 

Jan. 23 Mar. 01 Attendance 
sheets, power 
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USG  the 5 LGAs of Oro 
Nation 

point 
presentations, 
pictures, report 

5 Number of people trained 
(disaggregated by gender)  

1000 1000 959  1 Day Funding 
Proposal 
Development 
Session 

Mar. 21 Mar. 26 Training agenda, 
training manual, 
photos, report 

Total male: 498 
 
Total female: 
461 

6. Advocacy Visits to 
Ministries and State 
Assembly 

1 1 1 Akwa Ibom State 
Fadama 
Coordination 
Office 

Request for the 
inclusion of Mbo 
and Udung Uko 
LGAs in Fadama 
III and submission 
of report on 
Project OFONG. 

Feb. 13 Feb. 13 Acknowledged 
copy of request 
letter and report 
submitted 

 

 
 

 Indicator Title of advocacy info Type of advocacy info Target Back-up 
Documentation 

1 Number of CSO advocacy 
campaigns supported by USG 

.Operation Food for Oro 
Nation Growth (OFONG) 

Power Point 
Presentation 

Management Staff of 
the 5 LGAs of Oro 
Nation, Akwa Ibom 
State 

Print out of 
presentation 

2. Number of CSO advocacy 
campaigns supported by USG 

Re: Introduction of Project 
Operation Food for Oro 
Nation Growth (OFONG)  

Letter Akwa Ibom State 
Fadama Coordination 
Office 

Letter and report 
submitted to Akwa 
Ibom State Fadama 
Coordination Office 

3. Number of USG Assisted Civil 
Society Organizations that 

The 5 LGAs of Oro Nation, 
Akwa Ibom State Support 

T-Shirts  LGA Chairmen of Oro 
Nation, Akwa Ibom 
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engage in advocacy and 
watchdog functions 

Fadama State Fadama 
Coordination Office 
and all stakeholders 
on the Fadama Project 

 


